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Introduction
Text generation plays an important role in various natural language processing (NLP) applications, such as machine translation (Cho et al., 2014; Sutskever et al., 2014) , dialogue generation , and text summarization (Nallapati et al., 2016; Rush et al., 2015) . As a competitive solution to this task, the variational autoencoder (VAE) (Kingma and Welling, 2013; has been widely used in text-generation systems (Bowman et al., 2015; Serban et al., 2017) . In particular, VAE defines a generative model that propagates latent codes drawn from a simple prior through a decoder to manifest data samples. The generative model is further augmented with an inference network, that feeds observed data samples through an encoder to yield a distribution on the corresponding latent codes.
Compared with other potential methods, e.g., those based on generative adversarial networks (GANs) Guo et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017b , VAE is of particular interest when one desires not only text generation, but also the capacity to infer meaningful latent codes from text. Ideally, semanticallymeaningful latent codes can provide high-level guidance while generating sentences. For example, when generating text, the vocabulary could potentially be narrowed down if the input latent code corresponds to a certain topic (e.g., the word "military" is unlikely to appear in a sports-related document).
However, in practice this desirable property is not fully achieved by existing VAE-based text generative models, because of the following two challenges. First, the sentences in documents may associate with different semantic information (e.g., topic, sentiment, etc.) while the latent codes of existing VAE-based text generative models often employ a simple Gaussian prior, which cannot indicate the semantic structure among sentences and may reduce the generative power of the decoder. Although some variants of VAE try to impose some structure on the latent codes (Jiang et al., 2016; Dilokthanakul et al., 2016) , they are often designed with pre-defined parameter settings without incorporating semantic meanings into the latent codes, which may lead to over-regularization (Dilokthanakul et al., 2016) .
The second issue associated with VAE-based text generation is "posterior collapse," first identified in Bowman et al. (2015) . With a strong auto-regressive decoder network (e.g., LSTM), the model tends to ignore the information from the latent code and merely depends on previous generated tokens for prediction. Several strategies are proposed to mitigate this problem, including making the decoder network less auto-regressive (i.e., 
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using less conditional information while generating each word) Shen et al., 2017a) , or bridging the amortization gap (between the loglikelihood and the ELBO) using semi-amortized inference networks (Kim et al., 2018) . However, these methods mitigate the issue by weakening the conditional dependency on the decoder, which may fail to generate high-quality continuous sentences.
To overcome the two problems mentioned above, we propose a topic-guided variational autoencoder (TGVAE) model, permitting text generation with designated topic guidance. As illustrated in Figure 1(a) , TGVAE specifies a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) as the prior of the latent code, where each mixture component corresponds to a topic. The GMM is learnable based on a neural topic model -the mean and diagonal covariance of each mixture component is parameterized by the corresponding topic. Accordingly, the degree to which each component of the GMM is used to generate the latent code and the corresponding sentence is tied to the usage of the topics. In the inference phase, we initialize the latent code from a GMM generated via the encoder, and apply the invertiable Householder transformation (Bischof and Sun, 1994; Sun and Bischof, 1995) to derive the latent code with high flexibility and low complexity.
As shown in Figure 1(b) , besides unconditional text generation, the proposed model can be extended for conditional text generation, i.e., abstractive text summarization (Nallapati et al., 2016) with an attention module. By injecting the topics learned by our model (semantic information), we are able to make better use of the source document and improve a sequence-to-sequence summarization model (Sutskever et al., 2014) .
We highlight the contributions of our model as follows: (i) A new Topic-Guided VAE (TGVAE) model is proposed for text generation with designated topic guidance. (ii) For the model inference, Householder flow is introduced to transform a relatively simple mixture distribution into an arbitrarily flexible approximate posterior, achieving powerful approximate posterior inference. (iii) Experiments for both unconditional and conditional text generation demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
Model
The proposed TGVAE, as illustrated in Figure 1(a) , consists of two modules: a neural topic model (NTM) and a neural sequence model (NSM). The NTM aims to capture long-range semantic meaning across the document, while the NSM is designed to generate a sentence with designated topic guidance.
Neural Topic Model
Let d ∈ Z D + denote the bag-of-words representation of a document, with Z + denoting non-negative integers. D is the vocabulary size, and each element of d reflects a count of the number of times the corresponding word occurs in the document. Let a n represent the topic assignment for word w n . Following Miao et al. (2017) , a Gaussian random vector is passed through a softmax function to parameterize the multinomial document topic distributions. Specifically, the generative process of the NTM is θ ∼ N (0, I), t = g(θ) ,
(1) a n ∼ Discrete(t), w n ∼ Discrete(β an ) , where N (0, I) is an isotropic Gaussian distribution, g(·) is a transformation function that maps sample θ to the topic embedding t, defined here as g(θ) = softmax(Ŵθ +b), whereŴ andb are trainable parameters; β an represents the distribution over words for topic a n ; n ∈ [1, N d ], and N d is the number of words in the document. The marginal likelihood for document d is:
The second equation in (2) holds because we can marginalize out the sampled topic words a n by p(wn|β, t) = an p(wn|β an )p(an|t) = βt , (3) where β = {β i } T i=1 are trainable parameters of the decoder; T is the number of topics and each β i ∈ R D is a topic distribution over words (all elements of β i are nonnegative, and sum to one).
Neural Sequence Model
Our neural sequence model for text generation is built upon the VAE proposed in Bowman et al. (2015) . Specifically, a continuous latent code z is first generated from some prior distribution p(z), based on which the text sequence y is then generated from a conditional distribution p(y|z) parameterized by a neural network (often called the decoder). Since the model incorporates a latent variable z that modulates the entire generation of the sentence, it should be able to capture the highlevel source of variation in the data.
Topic-Guided Gaussian Mixture Prior The aforementioned intuition is hard to be captured by a standard VAE, simply imposing a Gaussian prior on top of z, since the semantic information associated with a document intrinsically contains different subgroups (such as topics, sentiment, etc.). In our model, we consider incorporating the topic information into latent variables. Our model assumes each z is drawn from a topic-dependent To verify the generative power of our TGVAE, we generate samples from our topic-dependent prior and compare various methods on the BLEU scores in Table 2 . With the increase of topic numbers, our TGVAE yields consistently better self -BLEU and a boost over test-BLEU relative to standard VAE models. We also show a group of sampled sentences drawn from a portion of topics in Table 5 . Our TGVAE is able to generate diverse sentences under topic guidance. When generating sentences under a mixture of topics, we draw multiple samples from the GMM and take z as the averaged sample.
Though this paper focuses on generating coherent topic-specific sentences rather than the learned topics themselves, we also evaluate the topic coherence (Lau et al., 2017) to show the rationality of our joint learning framework. We compute topic coher- ence using normalized PMI (NPMI). In practice, we average topic coherence over the top 5/10/15/20 topic words. To aggregate topic coherence score, we further average the coherence scores over topics. Results are summarized in Table 4 .
Text Summarization
Dataset We further test our model for text summarization on two popular datasets. First, we follow the same setup as in Rush et al. (2015) input-summary pair consists of the first sentence and the headline of the source articles. We also evaluate various models on the DUC-2004 test set 4 , which has 500 news articles. Different from GIGAWORDS, each article in DUC-2004 is paired with four expert-generated reference summaries. The length of each summary is limited to 75 bytes. Evaluation We evaluate the performance of our model with the ROUGE score (Lin, 2004) , which counts the number of overlapping content between the generated summaries and the reference summaries, e.g., overlapped n-grams. Following practice, we use F-measures of ROUGE-1 (RF-1), ROUGE-2 (RF-2) and ROUGE-L (RF-L) for GI-GAWORDS and Recall measures of ROUGE-1 (RR-1), ROUGE-2 (RR-2) and ROUGE-L (RR-L) for DUC-2004. Setup We have a similar data tokenization as we Data Topic Sentences
APNEWS education
• the commission has approved a bill that would make state funding available for the city 's new school . animal
•the feline did n't survive fence hangars at the lake .
crime
• the jury found the defense was not a <unk> , <unk> 's ruling and that the state 's highest court has been convicted of first-degree murder . weather
• forecasters say they 're still trying to see the national weather service watch for the latest forecast for friday evening . lottory
• she hopes the jackpot now exceeds $ 9 million .
education+law
• an alabama law professor thomas said monday that the state's open court claims it takes an emotional matter about issuing child molesters based on religion. animal+medicine
• the study says the animal welfare department and others are not sure to make similar cases to the virus in the zoo.
IMDB war
• after watching the movie , there is a great documentary about the war in the years of the israeli war . children
• the entire animation was great at times as to the readings of disney favorites . epsiode
• the show would have warranted for 25 episodes and it does help immediately . name
• she steals the other part where norma 's <unk> husband ( crawford ) ( as at his part , sh*t for the road ) . detective
• holmes shouted just to be as much as the movie 's last scene where there were <unk> pills to nab the <unk> . horror + negative
• the movie about a zombie is the worst movie i have ever seen. detective + children
• my favorite childhood is that rochester takes the character in jane's way, playing the one with hamlet.
BNC medical
• here mistaking ' causes ' drugs as the problem although both economically ill patients arising from a local job will be in traumatic dangers .
education
• he says the sale is given to five students ' award off : out at a laboratory after the three watts of the hours travelling in and chairman store the bank of the <unk> sutcliffe . religion
• schoolchildren will either go or back to church in his place every year in the savoy . entertainment
• 100 company and special lace with <unk> garland for tea our garden was filmed after a ceremony IT
• ibm also has shut all the big macs in the 60mhz ncube , represent on the acquisition and mips unix . environment + crime
• the earth's environmental protection agency said that the government was still being shut down by the police. education+entertainment • the school is 55 and hosts one of a musician's theme charities festival. Table 5 : Generated sentences from given topics.
Sample of Summaries D: a court here thursday sentenced a ##-year-old man to ## years in jail after he admitted pummelling his baby son to death to silence him while watching television . R: man who killed baby to hear television better gets ## years. Seq2Seq: man sentenced to ## years after the son 's death Ours: a court sentenced a man ## years in jail D: european stock markets advanced strongly thursday on some bargain-hunting and gains by wall street and japanese shares ahead of an expected hike in us interest rates , dealers said R: european stocks bounce back UNK UNK with closing levels Seq2Seq: european stocks advance ahead of us interest rate hike Ours: european stocks rise on bargain-hunting, dealer said friday D: the democratic people 's republic of korea whitewashed south korea in the women 's team semi-finals at the world table tennis championships here on sunday R: dpr korea sails into women 's team final Seq2Seq: dpr korea whitewash south korea in women 's team final Ours: dpr korea beat south korea in table tennis worlds Table 7 : Example generated summaries on GIGAWORDS. D is the source article, R means the reference summary, Seq2Saeq represents the summary generated from the Seq2Seq model. have in text generation. Additionally, for the vocabulary, we count the frequency of words in both the source article the target summary, and maintain the top 30,000 tokens as the source article and target summary vocabulary. For the NTM, we further remove top 0.3% words and infrequent words to get a topic model vocabulary in size of 8000. For the NTM, we follow the same setup as our text generation. In the NSM, we keep using bidirectional-GRU as the encoder and a standard GRU as the decoder. The hidden state is fixed to 400. An attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2015) is applied in our sequence-to-sequence model.
Baseline
We compare our method with the following alternatives: (i) a standard sequence-tosequence model with attention (Bahdanau et al., 2015) (Seq2Seq); (ii) a model similar to our TG-VAE, but without the usage of the topic-dependent prior and Householder flow (Var-Seq2Seq); and (iii) a model similar to our TGVAE, but without the usage of the topic dependent prior (Var-Seq2Seq-HF). 
Results
The results in Table 6 show that our TG-VAE achieves better performance than a variety of strong baseline methods on both GIGAWORDS and DUC-2004, demonstrating the practical value of our model. It is worthwhile to note that recently several much more complex CNN/RNN architectures have been proposed for abstract text summarization, such as SEASS (Zhou et al., 2017) , ConvS2S (Gehring et al., 2017) , and Reinforced-ConvS2S (Wang et al., 2018a) . In this work, we focus on a relatively simple RNN architecture for fair comparison. In such a way, we are able to conclude that the improvements on the results are mainly from our topic-guided text generation strategy. As can be seen, though the Var-Seq2Seq model achieves comparable performance with the standard Seq2Seq model, the usage of Householder flow for more flexible posterior inference boosts the performance. Additionally, by combining the proposed topic-dependent prior and Householder flow, we yield further performance improvements, demonstrating the importance of topic guidance for text summarization.
To demonstrate the readability and diversity of the generated summaries, we present typical examples in Table 7 . The words in blue are the topic words that appear in the source article but do not exist in the reference, while the words in red are neither in the reference nor in the source article. When the topic information is provided, our model is able to generate semantically-meaningful words which may not even exist in the reference summaries and the source articles. Additionally, with our topic-guided model, we can always generate a summary with meaningful initial words. These phenomena imply that our model supplies more insightful semantic information to improve the quality of generated summaries.
Finally, to demonstrate that our TGVAE learns interpretable topic-dependent GMM priors, we draw multiple samples from each mixture component and visualize them with t-SNE (Maaten and Hinton, 2008). As can be seen from Figure 2 , we have learned a group of separable topic-dependent components. Each component is clustered and also maintains semantic meaning in the latent space, e.g., the clusters corresponding to the topic "stock" and "finance" are close to each other, while the clusters for "finance" and "disease" are far away from each other. Additionally, to understand the topic model we have learned, we provide the top 5 words for 10 randomly chosen topics on each dataset (the boldface word is the topic name summarized by us), as shown in Table 8 .
Conclusion
A novel text generator is developed, combining a VAE-based neural sequence model with a neural topic model. The model is an extension of conditional VAEs in the framework of unsupervised learning, in which the topics are extracted from the data with clustering structure rather than predefined labels. An effective inference method based on Householder flow is designed to encourage the complexity and the diversity of the learned topics. Experimental results are encouraging, across multiple NLP tasks.
